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Introduction
The polylogarithm is a very powerful tool in studying special values of L-functions and subject to many conjectures. Most notably, the Zagier conjec-ture claims that all values of L-functions of number �elds can be describedby polylogarithms. The interpretation of the polylogarithm functions interms of periods of variations of Hodge structures has lead to a motivic the-ory of the polylog and to generalizations as the elliptic polylog by Beilinsonand Levin. Building on this work, Wildeshaus has de�ned polylogarithmsin a more general context and in particular for abelian schemes.Not very much is known about the extension classes arising from these\abelian polylogarithms". In an earlier paper [K] we were able to show thatthe abelian polylogarithm, as de�ned by Wildeshaus, is indeed of motivicorigin, i.e., is in the image of the regulator from K-theory.It was Levin in [L], who started to investigate certain "polylogarith-mic currents" on abelian schemes, which are related to the construction byWildeshaus. Very recently, Blotti�ere could show in his thesis [B] that thesecurrents actually represent the polylogarithmic extension in the category ofHodge modules. Furthermore, specializing to the case of Hilbert modularvarieties, he computed the residue of the associated Eisenstein classes, whichare just the pull-back of the polylog along torsion sections of the universalabelian variety. This residue is given in terms of (critical) special values ofL-functions of the totally real �eld, which de�nes the Hilbert modular vari-ety. His computation uses the explicit description of the polylog in terms ofthe currents constructed by Levin [L].In this paper we will, following and extending ideas from the case of theelliptic polylog treated in [HK] (which is in turn inspired by [BL]), presenta completely di�erent approach to this residue computation, which avoidscomputations as much as possible and relates the polylog on the Hilbertmodular variety to the classes constructed by Nori and Sczech. Instead ofcomputing directly the degeneration on the base (as in the approach byBlotti�ere), we work with the polylogarithm, which lives on the universal
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2
abelian scheme and use its good functorial properties to compute the de-generation. Contrary to earlier approaches to the degeneration, which workin the algebraic category of schemes, we view the problem as of topologicalnature and work entirely in the topological category. For this the notion of"topological polylogarithm", which is de�ned for an arbitrary real torus, isessential. We think that this unusual approach is of independent interest.The idea to study the polylogarithm on the moduli scheme of ellipticcurves via its degeneration at the boudary is already prominent in [BL],where it is shown that the elliptic polylog degenerates into the cyclotomicpolylog. These ideas were developed further by Wildeshaus [W2] in thecontext of toroidal compacti�cation of moduli schemes of abelian varieties.He could show, that also in this general context the polylogarithm is stableunder degeneration. In [HK] this degeneration principle was exploited for themoduli space of elliptic curves and used to relate the elliptic polylogarithmto the critical and non-critical values of Dirichlet L-functions.To describe the theorem more precisely, consider the specialization of thepolylog, which gives Eisenstein classes (say in the category of mixed �etalesheaves to �x ideas)

Eisk(�) 2 Ext2g�1S (Q`;SymkH(g));
where S is the Hilbert modular variety of dimension g and H is the locallyconstant sheaf of relative Tate-modules of the universal abelian scheme. Letj : S ! S be the Baily-Borel compacti�cation of S and i : @S := S n S ! Sthe inclusion of the cusps. The degeneration or residue map (see 1.5.2 forthe precise de�nition) is then

res : Ext2g�1S (Q`;SymkH(g))! Hom@S(Q`;Q`):
The target of this map is sitting inside a sum of copies of Q` and the mainresult of this paper 1.7.1 describes res(Eisk(�)) in terms of special values of(partial) L-functions of the totally real �eld de�ning S.There is a very interesting question raised by the results in this paper. In[HK] we were able to construct extension classes related to non-critical valuesof Dirichlet-L-functions, if the residue map was zero on the specialization ofthe polylog. Is there an analogous result here?The paper is organized as follows: In the �rst section we review thede�nition of the Hilbert modular variety, de�ne the residue or degenerationmap and formulate our main theorem. The second section reviews the theoryof the polylog and the Eisenstein classes emphasing the topological situation,
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which is not extensively covered in the literature. In the third section wegive the proof of the main theorem.It is a great pleasure to thank David Blotti�ere for a series of interestingdiscussions during his stay in Regensburg, which stimulated the research inthis paper. Moreover, I like to thank Sascha Beilinson for making availablesome time ago his notes about his and A. Levin's interpretation of Nori'swork. Finally, I thank J�org Wildeshaus for helpful comments.
1 Polylogarithms and degeneration
We review the de�nition of a Hilbert modular variety to �x notations andpose the problem of computing the degeneration of the specializations of thepolylogarithm at the boundary. The main theorem describes this residue interms of special values of L-functions.
1.1 Notation
As in [BL] we deal with three di�erent types of sheaves simultaneously. LetX=k be a variety and L a coe�cient ring for our sheaf theory, then weconsider

i) k = C the usual topology on X(C) and L any commutative ring
ii) k = R or C and L = Q or R and we work with the category of mixedHodge modules
iii) k = Q and L = Z=lrZ;Zl or Ql and we work with the category of �etalesheaves

1.2 Hilbert modular varieties
We recall the de�nition of Hilbert modular varieties following Rapoport [R].To avoid all technicalities, we will only consider the moduli scheme over Q.The theory works over more general bases schemes without any modi�cation.Let F be a totally real �eld, g := [F : Q], O the ring of integers, D�1
the inverse di�erent and dF its discriminant. Fix an integer n � 3. Weconsider the functor, which associates to a scheme T over SpecQ the iso-morphism classes of triples (A;�; �), where A=T is an abelian scheme ofdimension g, with real multiplication by O, � : Homet;O;sym(A;A�)! D�1
is a D�1-polarization in the sense of [R] 1.19, i.e., an O-module isomorphismrespecting the positivity of the totally positive elements in D�1 � F , and
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� : A[n] �= (O=nO)2 is a level n structure satisfying the compatibility of [R]1.21. For n � 3 this functor is represented by a smooth scheme S := SD�1nof �nite type over SpecQ . Let

A ��! S
be the universal abelian scheme over S. In any of the three categories ofsheaves i)-iii) from 1.1 we let

H := HomS(R1��L;L)
the �rst homology of A=S. In the �etale case and L = Z`, the �ber of H ata point is the Tate module of the abelian variety over that point.
1.3 Transcendental description
For the later computation we need a description in group theoretical termsof the complex points S(C) and of H.De�ne a group scheme G= SpecZ by the Cartesian diagram

G ����! ResO=ZGl2??y ??ydet
Gm ����! ResO=ZGm

and let
Hg� := f� 2 F 
 CjIm � totally positive or totally negativeg:

Then � a bc d
� 2 G(R) acts on Hg� by the usual formula

� a bc d
� � = a� + bc� + d

and the stabilizer of 1
 i 2 Hg� is
K1 := (F 
 C)� \G(R);

so that Hg� �= G(R)=K1:
With this notation one has

S(C) = G(Z)n(Hg� �G(Z=nZ)):
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On S(C) acts G(Z=nZ) by right multiplication. The determinant det : G!Gm induces S(C)! Gm(Z=nZ)
and the �bers are the connected components. De�ne a subgroup D � Gisomorphic to Gm by D := f� a 00 1 � 2 G : a 2 Gm�. This gives a section ofdet. Then the action of D(Z=nZ) by right multiplication is transitive on theset of connected components.The embedding G(Z) � Gl2(O) de�nes an action of G(Z) on O�2 andin the topological realization the local system H is given by the quotient

G(Z)n(Hg� �O�2 �G(Z=nZ)):
In particular, as a family of real (2g-dimensional) tori, the complex pointsA(C) of the universal abelian scheme can be written as

G(Z)n(Hg� � (F 
 R=O)�2 �G(Z=nZ))
and the level n structure is given by the subgroup

( 1nO=O)�2 � (F 
 R=O)�2:
The O-multiplication on A(C) is in this description given by the naturalO-module structure on F 
 R.
1.4 Transcendental description of the cusps
The following description of the boundary cohomology is inspired by [H].Let B � G the subgroup of upper triangular matrices, T � B its maximaltorus and N � B its unipotent radical. We have an exact sequence

1! N ! B q�! T ! 1:
We denote by G1, B1 and T 1 the subgroups of determinant 1. Let KB1 :=B(R) \ K1, then the Cartan decomposition shows that Hg� = B(R)=KB1.A pointed neighborhood of the set of all cusps is given by
(1) eSB := B(Z)n�B(R)=KB1 �G(Z=nZ)�:
In particular, the set of cusps is
(2) @S(C) = B1(Z)nG(Z=nZ):
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The �bres of the map @S(C)! Gm(Z=nZ) induced by the determinant are
(3) B1(Z)nG1(Z=nZ) �= �GnP1(O);
where �G := ker(G1(Z)! G1(Z=nZ)). In particular, we can think of a cusprepresented by h 2 G1(Z=nZ) as a rank 1 O-module bh, which is a quotient
(4) O2 ph�! bh;
together with a level structure, i.e., a basis h 2 G1(Z=nZ). Explicitly, thefractional ideal bh is generated by any representatives u; v 2 O of the secondrow of h.On eSB acts G(Z=nZ) by multiplication from the right. This action istransitive on the connected components of eSB. De�ne
(5) SB := B(Z)n�B(R)=KB1 �B(Z=nZ)�;
then SB � eSB is a union of connected components of eSB. Let KT1 (respec-tively T (Z)) be the image of KB1 (respectively B(Z)) under q : B(R) !T (R). De�ne
(6) ST := T (Z)n�T (R)=KT1 � T (Z=nZ)�;
then the map q : B ! T induces a �bration
(7) q : SB ! ST ;
whose �bers are N(Z)n�N(R) � N(Z=nZ)� with N(Z) := B(Z) \ N(R).Denote by
(8) u : ST ! pt
the structure map to a point. For the study of the degeneration, one con-siders the diagram

(9)
SB q����! ST u����! pt??y
S

In fact we are interested in the cohomology of certain local systems on thesetopological spaces. For the computations it is convenient to replace SB andST by homotopy equivalent spaces as follows.
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De�ne KT 11 := KT1\T 1(R). Then the inclusion induces an isomorphism

S1T := T 1(Z)n�T 1(R)=KT 11 � T (Z=nZ)� �= ST :
The map a 7! � a 00 a�1 � de�nes isomorphisms (F 
 R)� �= T 1(R) and O� �=T 1(Z). Note that KT 11 � (F 
 R)� is identi�ed with the two torsion sub-group in (F 
 R)� and that KT 11 �= (Z=2Z)g permutes the set of connectedcomponents of T 1(R).
Lemma 1.4.1. Let (F 
 R)1 be the subgroup of (F 
 R)� of elements of

norm 1 and O�;1 = O� \ (F 
 R)1. Then
S1T := O�;1n�(F 
 R)1=KT 11 \ (F 
 R)1 � T (Z=nZ)�

is homotopy equivalent to ST . Moreover, the inclusion of the totally positive

elements (F 
 R)1+ into (F 
 R)1 provides an identi�cation

(F 
 R)1+ �= (F 
 R)1=KT 11 \ (F 
 R)1:
Proof. The exact sequence

0! (F 
 R)1 ! (F 
 R)� ! R� ! 0
together with the fact that KT 11 is the two torsion in (F 
 R)� allows toidentify T 1(R)=KT 11 �= �(F 
 R)1=KT 11 \ (F 
 R)1�� R>0:
The last identity is clear. �

We de�ne S1B to be the inverse image of S1T under q, so that we have aCartesian diagram
(10)

S1B q����! S1T??y ??y
SB q����! ST :

Over SB the representation O2 has a �ltration
0! O ! O2 p�! O ! 0;(11)

where the �rst map sends a 2 O to the vector �a0� and the second map is�ab� 7! b. This induces a �ltration on the local system H
(12) 0! N ! H !M! 0;
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where N and M are the associated local systems. In particular, over S1Bone has a �ltration of topological tori
(13) 0! TN ! A(C) p�! TM ! 0;
where TN := N
R=Z and TM :=M
R=Z. By de�nition of N the �brationin (13) and (10) are compatible, i.e., one has a commutative diagram

(14)
A(C) p����! TM
�??y ??y�M
S1B q����! S1T :

1.5 The degeneration map
In this section we explain the degeneration problem we want to consider.The polylogarithm on � : A ! S de�nes for certain linear combinations� of torsion sections of A an extension class
(15) Eisk(�) 2 Ext2g�1?;S (L;SymkH(g));
where ? can be MHM; et; top. The construction of this class will be givenin section 2 de�nition 2.4.2.Let S be the Baily-Borel compacti�cation of S. Denote by @S := S n Sthe set of cusps. We get @S i�! S j � S:
The adjunction map together with the edge morphism in the Leray spectralsequence for Rj� gives

(16)
Ext2g�1S (L; SymkH(g)) ����! Ext2g�1@S (L; i�Rj� SymkH(g))

& ??y
Hom@S(L; i�R2g�1j� SymkH(g)):

There are several possibilities to compute i�R2g�1j� SymkH(g).
Theorem 1.5.1. Assume that Q � L. Then, in any of the categoriesMHM; et; top, there is a canonical isomorphism

i�R2g�1j� SymkH(g) �= L;
where L has the trivial Hodge structure (resp. the trivial Galois action).
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Remark: J�org Wildeshaus has pointed out that the determination of theweight on the right hand side is not necessary for our main result, but followsfrom it. In fact, our main result gives non-zero classes in

Hom@S(L; i�R2g�1j� SymkH(g));
so that the rank one sheaf i�R2g�1j� SymkH(g) has to be of weight zero.

Using this identi�cation we de�ne the residue or degeneration map:
De�nition 1.5.2. The map from (16) together with the identi�cation of

1.5.1 de�ne the residue map
res : Ext2g�1S (L; SymkH(g))! Hom@S(L;L):

The residue map is equivariant for the G(Z=nZ) action on both sides.

Proof. (of theorem 1.5.1). In the case of Hodge modules we use theorem2.9. in Burgos-Wildeshaus [BW] and in the �etale case we use theorem 5.3.1in [P2]. Roughly speaking, both results asserts that the higher direct imagecan be calculated using group cohomology and the \canonical construction",which associates to a representation of the group de�ning the Shimura va-riety a Hodge module resp. an �etale sheaf.More precisely, from a topological point of view, the monodromy at thecusps is exactly the cohomology of eSB. One has
H2g�1(eSB;SymkH(g)) �= IndG(Z=nZ)B(Z=nZ)H2g�1(SB; SymkH(g))

and
H2g�1(SB;SymkH(g)) �= M

r+s=2g�1H
r(ST ; Rsq� SymkH(g))):

As the cohomological dimension of �T is g � 1 and that of �N is g, one hasin fact
H2g�1(SB; SymkH(g)) �= Hg�1(ST ; Rgq� SymkH(g))):

The exact sequence 0! O ! O2 p�! O ! 0
from (11) shows that Rgq� SymkH(g) can be identi�ed via p with SymkO
Lwith the induced T (Z) action, which maps � a 00 d � to dk. To compute thecoinvariants, extend the coe�cients to R, so that

O 
 R �= M
� :F!RR
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and � a 00 d � 2 T (Z) acts via �(d) on the component indexed by � . ThusSymkO
L can only have a trivial quotient, if k � 0 mod g and on this onedimensional quotient the action is by the norm map T (Z)! �1. One gets:

Hg�1(ST ;SymkO 
 L) �= � L if k � 0 mod g0 else
The above mentioned theorems imply that this topological computationgives also the result in the categories MHM; et; top. The Hodge structureon Hg�1(ST ;SymkO 
 L) is the trivial one, as one sees from the explicitdescription of the action of T and the fact that the action of the Delignetorus S, which de�nes the weight, is induced from the embedding x 7! � x 00 1 �.,hence is trivial. The same remark and proposition 5.5.4. in [P2] show thatthe weight is also zero in the �etale case. �

1.6 Partial zeta functions of totally real �elds
Let b; f be relatively prime integral ideals of O, � : (R
 F )� ! f�1g a signcharacter. This is a product of characters �� : R� ! f�1g for all embeddings� : F ! R. Denote by j�j the number of non-trivial �� which occur in thisproduct decomposition of �. Moreover let x 2 O such that x 6� 0 mod b�1fand O�f := fa 2 Oja totally positive and a � 1 mod fg. De�ne
(17) F (b; f; �; x; s) := X

�2(x+fb�1)=O�
f

�(�)jN(�)js
for Re s > 1. Here N is the norm. On the other hand let Tr : F ! Q bethe trace map and de�ne
(18) L(b; f; �; x; s) := X

�2b(fD)�1=O�
f

�(�)e2�iTr(x�)jN(�)js
These two L-functions are related by a functional equation. To formulate itwe introduce the �-factor

��(s) := �� 12 (sg+j�j)��s+ 12
�j�j ��s2

�g�j�j :
The functional equation follows directly with Hecke's method for Gr�ossencharactersand was �rst mentioned by Siegel:
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Proposition 1.6.1 (cf.[Si] Formel (10)). The functional equation reads:

��(1� s)F (b; f; �; x; 1� s) = i�j�jjdF j� 12N(f�1b)��(s)L(b; f; �; x; s);
where dF is the discriminant of F=Q.

The functional equation shows that F (b; f; �; x; 1 � k) can be non-zerofor k = 1; 2; : : : only if j�j is either g or 0. Let us introduce
�(b; f; x; s) := X

�2(x+fb�1)=O�
f

1N(�)s :
We get:
Corollary 1.6.2. The functional equation shows that F (b; f; �; x; 1� k) fork = 1; 2; : : : is non-zero for j�j = 0 and k even or for j�j = g and k odd. In

these cases one has

�(b; f; x; 1� k) = jdF j� 12N(f�1b)((k � 1)!)g(2�i)kg L(b; f; �; x; k):
1.7 The main theorem
Here we formulate our main theorem. It computes the residue map from(1.5.2) in terms of the partial L-functions.The transcendental description of the cusps gives

H0(@S(C); L) = IndG(Z=nZ)B1(Z) L
and H0(@S; L) is the subgroup of elements invariant under D(Z=nZ). Sim-ilarly, the n-torsion sections of A[n] over S(C) can be identi�ed with func-tions from G(Z=nZ) to ( 1nO=O)2, which are equivariant with respect to thecanonical G1(Z) := ker(G(Z) ! Z�) action. The action of G(Z=nZ) on Sinduces via pull-back an action on A[n](S(C)) and we have:

A[n](S(C)) = IndG(Z=nZ)G1(Z) ( 1nO=O)2:
The group A[n](S) consists again of the elements invariant under D(Z=nZ).Let D := A[n](S) and consider the formal linear combinations

L[D]0 := �X�2D l�(�) : l� 2 L and X
�2D l� = 0	:
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The G(Z=nZ) action on D carries over to an action on L[D]0. For � 2 L[D]0and k > 0 (or � 2 L[D n e(S)]0 and k � 0) we construct in 2.4.2 a class

Eisk(�) 2 Ext2g�1S (L;SymkH(g));
which depends on � in a functorial way. Thus, the resulting map
(19) L[D]0 Eisk��! Ext2g�1S (L; SymkH(g)) res��! IndG(Z=nZ)B1(Z) L
is equivariant for the G(Z=nZ) action.
Theorem 1.7.1. Let L � Q and � = P�2D l�(�). Then res(Eism(�)) is
non-zero only for m � 0(g) and for every h 2 G(Z=nZ) and k > 0

res(Eisgk(�))(h) = (�1)g�1 X
�2D l��(O;O; p(h�);�k):

To use the basis given by the coinvariants in SymgkO 
 L as we didin the proof of theorem 1.5.1 is not natural. A better description is asfollows: For each h 2 G(Z=nZ) choose an element dh 2 D(Z=nZ) such that~h := hd�1h 2 G1(Z=nZ). Then, as in (4) we have an ideal b~h and a projection
O2 peh�! beh:

Now use the identi�cation Hg�1(ST ; Symgk beh
L) �= L at the cusp h. Withthis basis the above result reads
Corollary 1.7.2. In this basis

res(Eisgk(�))(h) = (�1)g�1Nb�k�1eh X
�2D l��(beh;O; peh(�);�k):

The theorem and the corollary will be proved in section 3.
2 Polylogarithms
In this section we review the theory of the polylogarithm on abelian schemes.Special emphasis is given the topological case, which will be important inthe proof of the main theorem. The elliptic polylogarithm was introducedby Beilinson and Levin [BL] and the generalization to higher dimensionalfamilies of abelian varieties is due to Wildeshaus [W1]. The idea to interprete
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the construction by Nori in terms of the topological polylogarithm is due toBeilinson and Nori (unpublished).The polylogarithm can be de�ned in any of the categories MHM; et; topfor any abelian scheme � : A ! S, with unit section e : S ! A of constantrelative dimension g. If we work in top, it even su�ces to assume that� : A ! S is a family of topological tori (i.e., �berwise isomorphic to(R=Z)g). For more details in the case of abelian schemes, see [W1] chapterIII part I, or [L]. In the case of elliptic curves one can also consult [BL] or[HK].
2.1 Construction of the polylog
For simplicity we assume L � Q in this section and discuss the necessarymodi�cations for integral coe�cients later. De�ne a lisse sheaf Log(1) on A,which is an extension

0! H! Log(1) ! L! 0
together with a splitting s : e�L ! e� Log(1) in any of the three categoriesMHM; et; top as follows: Consider the exact sequence

0! Ext1S(L;H) ���! Ext1A(L; ��H)! HomS(L;R1����H)! 0;
which is split by e�. Note that by the projection formula R1����H �=R1��L
H so that

HomS(L;R1����H) �= HomS(H;H):
Then Log(1) is a sheaf representing the unique extension class in Ext1A(L; ��H),which splits when pulled back to S via e� and which maps to id 2 HomS(H;H).De�ne Log(k) := Symk Log(1) :
De�nition 2.1.1. The logarithm sheaf is the pro-sheaf

Log := LogA := lim �Log(k);
where the transition maps are induced by the map Log(1) ! L. In particular,

one has exact sequences

0! SymkH ! Log(k) ! Log(k�1) ! 0
and a splitting induced by s : e�L! e� Log(1)

e� Log �= Y
k�0Sym

kH:
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Any isogeny � : A ! A of degree invertible in L induces an iso-morphism Log �= �� Log, which is on the associated graded induced bySymk � : SymkH ! SymkH. For every torsion point x 2 A(S)tors one getsan isomorphism

(20) x� Log �= e� Log �= Y
k�0Sym

kH:
The most important property of the sheaf Log is the vanishing of its higherdirect images except in the highest degree.
Theorem 2.1.2 (Wildeshaus, [W1], cor. 4.4., p. 70). One has

Ri�� Log = 0 for i 6= 2g
and the augmentation Log! L induces canonical isomorphisms

R2g�� Log �= R2g��L �= L(�g):
For the construction of the polylogarithm one considers a non-emptydisjoint union of torsion sections i : D � A, whose orders are invertible inL (more generally, one can also consider D �etale over S). Let

L[D] := M
�2DL

and L[D]0 � L[D] the kernel of the augmentation map L[D] ! L. Ele-ments � 2 L[D] are written as formal linear combinations � =P�2D l�(�).Similarly, de�ne Log[D] := M
�2D �� Log

and Log[D]0 := ker (Log[D]! L)
to be the kernel of the composition of the sum of the augmentation mapsLog[D]! L[D] and the augmentation L[D]! L.
Corollary 2.1.3. The localization sequence for U := A n D induces an

isomorphism

Ext2g�1U (L[D]0;Log(g)) �= HomS(L[D]0;Log[D]0):
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Proof. The vanishing result 2.1.2 implies that the localization sequence is ofthe form
0! Ext2g�1U (L[D]0;Log(g))! HomS(L[D]0; i� Log)! HomS(L[D]0; L)! 0:
Inserting the de�nition of Log[D]0 gives the desired result. �

De�nition 2.1.4. The polylogarithm polD is the extension class

polD 2 Ext2g�1U (L[D]0;Log(g));
which maps to the canonical inclusion L[D]0 ! Log[D] under the isomor-

phism in 2.1.3. In particular, for every � 2 L[D]0 we get by pull-back an

extension class polD� 2 Ext2g�1U (L;Log(g)):
2.2 Integral version of the polylogarithm, the topologicalcase
In the topological and the �etale situation it is possible to de�ne the poly-logarithm with integral coe�cients. In this section we treat the topologicalcase and the �etale case in the next section. The construction presented hereis a reinterpretation by Beilinson and Levin (unpublished) of results of Noriand Sczech.We start by de�ning the logarithm sheaf for any (commutative) coe�-cient ring L, in particular for L = Z. In the topological situation, it is evenpossible to de�ne more generally the polylogarithm for any smooth familyof real tori of constant dimension g, which has a unit section.Let � : T ! S
be such a family, e : S ! T the unit section and let HL := HomS(R1��L;L)be the local system of the homologies of the �bers with coe�cients in L.Let ~HR be the associated vector bundle of HR. Then T �= HZn ~HR and wedenote by ~� : ~HR ! T
the associated map. Let L[HZ] := e�~�!L
be the local system of group rings on S, which is stalk-wise the group ringof the stalk of the local system HZ with coe�cients in L. The augmentation
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ideal of L[HZ]! L is denoted by I and we de�ne

L[[HZ]] := lim �r L[HZ]=Ir
the completion along the augmentation ideal. Note that In=In+1 �= SymnHL.If L � Q, one has even a ring isomorphism
(21) L[[HZ]] �=�!Y

k�0Sym
kHL;

induced by h 7!Pk�0 h
k=k! for h 2 HZ.
De�nition 2.2.1. The logarithm sheaf Log is the local system on T de�ned

by Log := ~�!L
L[HZ] L[[HZ]]:
As a local system of L[[HZ]]-modules, Log is of rank 1.

Any isogeny � : T ! T of order invertible in L induces an isomorphismLog �= �� Log, which is induced by � : HZ ! HZ. In particular, if the orderof a torsion section x : S ! T is invertible in L, one has an isomorphism
x� Log �= e� Log = L[[HZ]]:

To complete the de�nition of the polylogarithm, one has to compute thecohomology of Log. As L[[HZ]] is a at L[HZ]-module one gets
Ri�� Log �= Ri��~�!L
L[HZ] L[[HZ]]

and because �� = �! one has to consider Ri(� � ~�)!L. But the �bers of
� � ~� : ~HR ! S

are just g-dimensional vector spaces and the cohomology with compact sup-port lives only in degree g, where it is the dual of �maxHL. Hence, we haveproved:
Lemma 2.2.2. Denote by �_T the L-dual of �T := �maxHL. Then the

higher direct images of Log are given by

Ri�� Log �= � �_T if i = g0 else.
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As in 2.1.3 one obtains

ExtgU (L[D]0;Log
�T ) �= HomS(L[D]0;Log[D]0)
and one de�nes the polylogarithm

polD 2 Extg�1U (L[D]0;Log
�T )
in the same way. For � 2 L[D]0 one has again

polD� 2 Extg�1U (L;Log
�T ) = Hg�1(U;Log
�T ):
2.3 Integral version of the polylogarithm, the �etale case
This section will not be used in the rest of the paper and can be omitted byany reader not interested in the integral �etale case.To de�ne an integral �etale polylogarithm, one has to modify the de�-nition of the logarithm sheaf as in the topological case. The situation weconsider here is again an abelian scheme

� : A ! S
of constant �ber dimension g and unit section e : S ! A. Let ` be a primenumber, L = Z=`kZ and assume that ` is invertible in OS . Then the `r-multiplication [`r] : A ! A is �etale and the sheaves [`r]!L form a projectivesystem via the trace maps

[`r]!L! [`r�1]!L:
De�nition 2.3.1. The logarithm sheaf is the inverse limit

LogL := lim �r [`r]!L
with respect to the above trace maps. The logarithm sheaf with Z`-coe�cients

is de�ned by LogZ` := lim �k LogZ=`kZ :
Let H` := lim �rA[`r] be the Tate-module of A=S. As ` is nilpotent in L,we get that e� Log = L[[H`]] is the Iwasawa algebra of H` with coe�cientsin L. Any isogeny � : A ! A of degree prime to ` induces an isomorphism[`r]!L! ��[`r]!L, which induces

Log �= �� Log :
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Proposition 2.3.2. Let L = Z=`kZ or L = Z`. The higher direct images

of Log are given by

Ri�� Log �= � L(�g) if i = 2g0 else.

Proof. It su�ces to consider the case L = Z=`kZ. We will show that thetransition maps Ri��[`r]!L ! Ri��[`s]!L are zero for i < 2g and every s, ifr is su�ciently big. By Poincar�e duality we may consider the maps
(22) R2g�i�![`s]�L(g)! R2g�i�![`r]�L(g):
By base change we may assume that S is the spectrum of an algebraicallyclosed �eld. Denote by As the variety A considered as covering of A via[`s]. Then

R1�![`s]�L(g) = H1(A; [`s]�L(g)) = Hom(�1(As); L(g)):
With this description we see that for every f 2 Hom(�1(As); L(g)) thereis an r, such that the restriction to �1(Ar) is trivial. This shows that themap in (22) is zero, if r is su�ciently big and i < 2g as the cohomology indegree i is the i-th exterior power of the �rst cohomology. That (22) is anisomorphism for i = 2g is clear. �

2.4 Eisenstein classes
The Eisenstein classes are specializations of the polylogarithm. The situa-tion is as follows. First let � 2 L[A[n] n e(S)]0 and assume that Q � L.Then one can pull-back the class polA[n]ne(S)� 2 Extg�1U (L;Log(g)) along eand gets:

e� polA[n]ne(S)� 2 Ext2g�1S (L; e� Log(g)) = Y
k�0Ext

2g�1S (L;SymkH(g)):
The k-th component is the Eisenstein class Eisk(�). For k > 0, we canextend this de�nition to � 2 L[A[n]]0 with the following observation:
Lemma 2.4.1. Let � 2 O and [�] : A ! A the associated isogeny. As-

sume that the degree of [�] is prime to n. Then [�] induces via pull-back an

isomorphism �� : L[A[n]]0 ! L[A[n]]0
and for k > 0 Eisk(��(�)) = �k Eisk(�):
Here the �k Eisk(�) uses the O-module structure on Ext2g�1S (L; SymkH(g)).
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Proof. It is clear that �� is an isomorphism. By de�nition polA[n]ne(S)� isfunctorial with respect to isogenies and one only has to remark that Log �=[�]� Log is on the associated graded given by Sym�[�] : Sym�H ! Sym�H.
�

Let now � 2 L[A[n]]0, then for � 6= 1; 0 � � ���L[A[n] n e(S)]0 and wede�ne for k > 0
(23) Eisk(�) := (1� �k)�1 Eisk(�� ���):
It is a straightforward computation, that this de�nition does not depend onthe choosen �.
De�nition 2.4.2. For any � 2 L[A[n] n e(S)]0, de�ne the k-th Eisensteinclass associated to �,

Eisk(�) 2 Ext2g�1S (L; SymkH(g));
to be the k-th component of e� polD� . For k > 0 and � 2 L[A[n]]0 de�neEisk(�) by the formula in (23).

Note that by the functoriality of the polylogarithm the map
(24) L[A[n] n e(S)]0 Eisk��! Ext2g�1S (L; SymkH(g))
is equivariant for the G(Z=nZ) action on both sides.These Eisenstein classes should be considered as analogs of Harder'sEisenstein classes (but observe that we have only classes in cohomologicaldegree 2g � 1). The advantage of the above classes is that they are de�nedby a universal condition, which makes a lot of their properties easy to verify.
3 Proof of the main theorem
In this section we assume that Q � L.The proof of the main theorem will be in several steps. First we reduceto the case of local systems for the usual topology. The second step consistsof a trick already used in [HK]: instead of working with the Eisensteinclasses directly, we work with the polylogarithm itself. The reason is thatthe polylog is characterized by a universal property and has a very goodfunctorial behavior. The third step reviews the computations of Nori in [N].In the fourth step we compute the integral over S1T and the �fth step givesthe �nal result.
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3.1 1. Step: Reduction to the classical topology
We distinguish theMHM and the �etale case. In theMHM case, the targetof the residue map from (1.5.2)
(25) res : Ext2g�1S (L; SymkH(g))! Hom@S(L;L):
is purely topological and does not depend on the Hodge structure. Moreprecisely, the canonical map \forget the Hodge structure" denoted by ratinduces an isomorphism

rat : HomMHM;@S(L;L) �= Homtop;@S(L;L):
By [Sa] thm. 2.1 we have a commutative diagram

(26)
Ext2g�1MHM;S(L; SymkH(g)) res����! HomMHM;@S(L;L)??yrat ??yrat
Ext2g�1top;S(L; SymkH(g)) res����! Homtop;@S(L;L):

This reduces the computation of the residue map for MHM to the case oflocal systems in the classical topology.In the �etale case one has an injection
Homet;@S(L;L) ,! Homet;@S��Q(L;L) �= Homtop;@S(C)(L;L):

and a commutative diagram

(27)
Ext2g�1et;S (L; SymkH(g)) res����! Homet;@S(L;L)??y ??y

Ext2g�1top;S(C)(L; SymkH(g)) res����! Homtop;@S(C)(L;L):
Again, this reduces the residue computation to the classical topology.
3.2 2. Step: Topological degeneration
In this section we reduce the computation of res �Eisk to a computation ofthe polylog on TM.We are now in the topological situation and use again the notations @Sand S instead of @S(C) and S(C).Recall from (19) that res �Eisk is G(Z=nZ) equivariant. In particular,

res(Eisk(�))(h) = res(Eisk(h�))(id);
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where h� denotes the action of h on �. To compute the residue it su�cesto consider the residue at id.Recall from (14) that we have a commutative diagram of �brations

(28)
A(C) p����! TM
�??y ??y�M
S1B q����! S1T :

The map p : H ! M induces LogA ! p� LogM. Let D = A[n] andU := A n D be the complement. Let p(D) = TM[n] be the image of D inTM and V := TM n p(D) be its complement in TM. Then p induces a map
p : U n p�1(p(D))! V:

We de�ne a trace map
(29) p� : Ext2g�1U (L;LogA
�A)! Extg�1V (L;LogM
�TM)
as the composition of the restriction to U n p�1(p(D))

Ext2g�1U (L;LogA
�A)! Ext2g�1Unp�1(p(D))(L;LogA
�A)
with the adjunction map

Ext2g�1Unp�1(p(D))(L;LogA
�A)! Extg�1V (L;Rgp�p� LogM
�A):
As �A �= �TN 
 �TM , the projection formula gives

Rgp�p� LogM �= LogM
�TM :
The composition of these maps gives the desired p� in (29). The crucial factis that the polylogarithm behaves well under this trace map.
Proposition 3.2.1. With the notations above, let � 2 L[D]0 and polDA;� 2Ext2g�1U (L;LogA) be the associated polylogarithm. Denote by p(�) the image

of � under the map

p : L[D]0 ! L[p(D)]0
induced by p : A(C)! TM. Then

p� polDA;� = polp(D)TM;p(�) :
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Proof. This is a quite formal consequence of the de�nition and the factthat the residue map commutes with the trace map. We use cohomologicalnotation, then one has a commutative diagram

H2g�1(U;LogA
�A) ����! H2gD (A;LogA
�A)??y ??y
H2g�1(U n p�1(p(D));LogA
�A) ����! H2gp�1(p(D))(A;LogA
�A)??yp� ??yp�

Hg�1(V;LogM
�TM) ����! Hgp(D)(TM;LogM
�TM):
We can identify H2gD (A;LogA
�A) �= M

�2D �� LogA
and Hgp(D)(TM;LogM
�TM) �= M

�2p(D)�
� LogTM :

With this identi�cation the composition of the vertical arrows on the rightis induced by LogA ! p� LogTM . The polylog polDA;� belongs to the sec-tion � 2 L[D]0 � L�2D �� LogA. This maps to p(�) 2 L[p(D)]0 �L�2p(D) �� LogTM . Thus polDA;� is mapped under p� to polp(D)TM;p(�). �

We want to prove the same sort of result for the Eisenstein classes them-selves. To formulate it properly, we need:
Lemma 3.2.2. Let q : S1B ! S1T be the �bration from (28). Then

Rgq� SymkH �= SymkM
 �_TN :
Proof. Recall the exact sequence

0! N ! H !M! 0
from (12). By de�nition of N(Z), the coinvariants of SymkH for N(Z) areexactly SymkM. The lemma follows, as Rgq� corresponds by de�nition ofthe �bering exactly to the coinvariants under N(Z). �
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De�ne a trace map

q� : Ext2g�1SB (L; SymkH
 �A)! Extg�1ST (L; SymkM
 �TM)
by adjunction for q, the isomorphism Rgq� SymkH �= SymkM
 �_TN fromlemma 3.2.2 and the isomorphism �A �= �TN 
 �TM . The behaviour ofEisk(�) under q� is given by:
Theorem 3.2.3. Let k > 0 and � 2 L[D]0. Then

q�(EiskA(�)) = EiskTM(p(�));
where p : L[D]0 ! L[p(D)]0 is the map from 3.2.1.

Proof. Consider the following diagram in the derived category:

(30)

Rp� LogA
�A ����! Rp�e�e� LogA
�A??y 
Rp�p� LogTM 
�A e0�Rq�e� LogA
�A??y ??y
LogTM 
�TM [�g] ����! e0�e0� LogTM 
�TM [�g]

We will show that this diagram is commutative and thereby explain all themaps. First consider the commutative diagram
Rp� LogA
�A ����! Rp�e�e� LogA
�A??y ??y

Rp�p� LogTM 
�A ����! Rp�e�e�p� LogTM 
�A;where the horizontal arrows are induced from adjunction id! e�e� and thevertical arrows from LogA ! p� LogTM . One has p � e = e0 � q and hence
Rp�e�e�p� LogTM 
�A �= e0�Rq�q�e0� LogTM 
�A:

The projection formula gives
e0�Rq�q�e0� LogTM 
�A �= e0�e0� LogTM 
�A 
Rq�L:

Projection to the highest cohomology gives a commutative diagram
Rp�p� LogTM 
�A ����! e0�e0� LogTM 
�A 
Rq�L??y ??y
LogTM 
�A 
 �_TN ����! e0�e0� LogTM 
�A 
 �_TN ;
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where the horizontal maps are adjunction maps id ! e0�e0�. Finally weuse �A 
 �_TN �= �TM to obtain the commutative diagram (30). ApplyingExt2g�1V (L;�) to this diagram, where V := TM n p(D) we get

Ext2g�1U (L;LogA
�A) ����! Ext2g�1S (L; e� Log
�A)
p�??y ??yq�

Extg�1V (L;LogTM 
�TM) ����! Extg�1S (L; e0� LogTM 
�TM):
Now, as k > 0, we may assume that � 2 L[D n e(S)]0 and p(�) 2 L[p(D) ne0(S)]0. The result follows then from proposition 3.2.1. �

In a similar (but simpler) way one shows:
Theorem 3.2.4. Let � : TM ! TM0 be an isogeny of tori, then � induces a

morphism �� : e� LogM ! e� LogM0 and
�� EiskTM(�) = EiskTM0 (�(�)):

3.3 3. Step: Explicit description of the polylog
In this section we follow Nori [N] to describe the polylog polTM[n]� for any � 2L[TM[n] n 0]0 explicitly. The presentation is also inuenced by unpublishednotes of Beilinson and Levin.In fact it is useful for the connection with L-functions to consider a moregeneral situation and to allow arbitrary fractional ideals a instead just O.We assume L = C. The geometric situation is this: Recall that T 1(Z) =O� and let a � F be a fractional ideal with the usual T 1(Z)-action. We canform as usual the semi direct product

ao T 1(Z);
where the multiplication is given by the formula (v; t)(v0; t0) = (v + tv0; tt0).Similarly, we can form a
 Ro T 1(R) and we de�ne

Ta := ao T (Z)n �a
 Ro T 1(R)� =KT1:
We have �a : Ta ! S1T
and we consider the polylog for this real torus bundle of relative dimensiong. The case TM is the one where � a 00 d � 2 T 1(Z) acts via d 2 O� on O. Let
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us describe the logarithm sheaf LogTa in this setting. As the coe�cients areL = C, we can use the isomorphism from (21)

C[[a]] �=�!Y
k�0 Sym

k aC =: Û(a)(31)
v 7! exp(v) := 1X

k=0
v
kk!

The action of (0; t) 2 a o T 1(Z) on Û(a) is induced by the action of T 1(Z)on a. The action of (v; id) 2 ao T 1(Z)
on Û(a) is given by multiplication with exp(v). The logarithm sheaf LogTais just the local system de�ned by the quotient

ao T 1(Z)n�a
 Ro T 1(R)� Û(a)� =KT1:
A C1-section f of LogTa is a function f : a
Ro T 1(R)! Û(a), which hasthe equivariance property

f((v; t)(v0; t0)) = (v; t)�1f(v0; t0):
In a similar way, we can describe LogTa-valued currents. The global C1-section

exp(�v) : (v; t) 7! 1X
k=0

(�v)
kk! ;
with (v; t) 2 a 
 R o T 1(R) de�nes a trivialization of LogTa as C1-bundle.Every current �(v; t) with values in LogTa can then be written in the form

�(v; t) = �(v; t) exp(�v);
where �(v; t) is now a current with values in the constant bundle Û(a). Inparticular, �(v; t) is invariant under the action of a � ao T 1(Z).
Lemma 3.3.1. Let v : a 
 R ! Û(a) be the canonical inclusion given bya
R � Sym1 a
C, then the canonical connection r on LogTa acts on � by

r� = (d� dv)�:
Proof. Straightforward computation. �
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Following Nori [N] we describe the polylog as a LogTa-valued current�(v; t) on Ta, such that

(32) r�(v; t) = ��;
where �� := X

�2D l���
and �� are the currents de�ned by integration over the cycles on Ta givenby the section �. If we write as above

�(v; t) = �(v; t) exp(�v)
we get the equivalent condition
(33) (d� dv)�(v; t) = ��:
As �(v; t) is invariant under the a-action, we can develop �(v; t) into a Fourierseries
(34) �(v; t) = X

�2a_ ��(t)e
2�i�(v):

The property (33) reads for the Fourier coe�cients ��(t):
(35) (d+ 2�id�� dv)��(t) = (e�2�i�(�)) vol;
where vol is the unique constant coe�cient g-form on a 
 R, such that theintegral Ra
R=a vol = 1 and

e�2�i�(�) :=X� l�e�2�i�(�):
We do not explain in detail the method of Nori to solve this equation,we just give the result. This su�ces, because the cohomology class of thepolylogarithm is uniquely determined by the equation (32) and we just needto give a solution for it.Fix a positive de�nite quadratic form q on a
 R, viewed as an isomor-phism q : (a
 R)_ �= a
 R:
De�ne a left action of t 2 T 1(R) by qt(v; w) := q(t�1v; t�1w). Consider �as element in (a 
 R)_. Then qt(�) can be considered as a vector �eld andwe denote by �� the contraction with this vector �eld qt(�). We may alsoconsider qt(�) as element in Û(a) and denote this by qt(�).
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Theorem 3.3.2 (Nori). With the notations above, one has for 0 6= �

��(t) = g�1X
m=0

(�1)m(e�2�i�(�))(2�i�(qt(�))� qt(�))m+1 ��(d � ��)m vol
and �0(t) = 0
Proof. Write �� for the operator multiplication by 2�id� � dv and 	� :=d+��. One checks that 	� �	� = 0 = �� � �� and that 	� � ��+ �� �	� is anisomorphism. Indeed �� � ��+ �� ��� is multiplication by 2�i�(qt(�))�qt(�)and L� := d � �� + ��� is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector �eldqt(�). The formula in the theorem is just

�� � (	� � �� + �� �	�)�1(e�2�i�(�)) vol
and to check that

	� � �� � (	� � �� + �� �	�)�1 = id
note that ���	� commutes with (	����+���	�)�1 and ���	�(e�2�i�(�)) vol =0. �

Corollary 3.3.3. The polylogarithm polTa[n]� is given in the topological re-

alization by the current

�(v; t) = �(v; t) exp(�v)
where �(v; t) is the current given by

g�1X
m=0

1X
k=0

�k +mk
� X

�2a_n0
(�1)me2�i�(v��)(2�i�(qt(�)))k+m+1qt(�)
k��(d � ��)m vol :

Proof. This follows from the formula 1(A�B)m+1 =P1k=0 BkAk+m+1 �k+mk �. �

The Eisenstein classes are obtained by pull-back of this current alongthe zero section e. As for k > 0 the series over the � converges absolutely,this is de�ned and only terms with m = g� 1 survive. We get the followingformula for the Eisenstein classes.
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Corollary 3.3.4. Let � 2 C[Ta[n] n 0]0 and k > 0, then the topological

Eisenstein class is given by

Eisk(�) = (k + g � 1)!k!
X

�2a_n0
(�1)g�1e�2�i�(�)
(2�i�(qt(�)))k+g qt(�)
kqt(�)��E vol :

Here, we have written E for the Euler vector �eld and qt(�) is considered as

a function qt(�) : ST ! a
 R, which maps t to the vector qt(�).
Proof. From 3.3.3 we have to compute

e���(d � ��)m vol :
For this remark that the Lie derivative L� = d � �� + �� � d with respectto the vector �eld qt(�) acts in the same way on vol as d � ��. One seesimmediately that e���(d���)m vol = 0, ifm < g�1 and a direct computationin coordinates gives that ��(L�)g�1 vol = (g � 1)!qt(�)��E vol. �

3.4 4. Step: Computation of the integral
To �nish the proof of theorem 1.7.1 we have to compute u� Eisk(�), whereu : S1T ! pt is the structure map. As we need only to compute the cor-responding integral for the component of S1T corresponding to id, we let�T � T 1(Z) be the stabilizer of id 2 T (Z=nZ) and consider

uid : �T n�T 1(R)=KT 11 �! pt:
To compute the integral, we introduce coordinates on T 1(R) �= (F 
R)� andon the torus Ta. We identify F 
 R �= Q� :F!RR and denote by e1; : : : ; egthe standard basis on the right hand side and by x1; : : : ; xg the dual basis.For any element u = Puiei or u = Puixi we write Nu := u1 � � �ug. Letq be the quadratic form given by Px2i . We identify the orbit of q underT 1(R) with (F 
 R)�+ by mapping

(F 
 R)� ! T 1(R)q(36) t 7! qt:
This map factors over (F 
R)�+ and the map is compatible with the T 1(Z)action on both sides. We let t1; : : : ; tg be coordinates on (F 
 R)1 so thatt21; : : : ; t2g are coordinates on (F
R)1+. If we write � =P �ixi and ti := xi(t),then �(qt(�)) =X t2i �2i
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and qt(�) has coordinates t2i �i. More precisely, if we let e1; : : : ; eg be thebasis e1; : : : ; eg considered as elements of Û(a), which identi�es Û(a) withthe power series ring C[[e1; : : : ; eg]], then qt(�) = P t2i �iei. The volumeform is given by

vol = jdF j�1=2Na�1dx1 ^ : : : ^ dxg
and we can write the Euler vector �eld as E =Pxi@xi . One gets (observethat Nt = 1)
qt(�)��E vol = jdF j�1=22g�1N(�)Na�1 gX

k=1(�1)
k�1tkdt1 ^ : : : cdtk : : : ^ dtg:

Explicitly, the Eisenstein class is given as a current on T 1(R) by
(37) Eisk(�)(t) =

(k + g � 1)!k!
X

�2a_n0
(�1)g�1e�2�i�(�)(P t2i �iei)
k(2�iP �2i t2i )k+g qt(�)��E vol

De�ne an isomorphism (R
F )1�R� �= (R
F )� by mapping (t; r) 7! y := rt.Then we get:
(38) dy1y1 ^ : : : ^ dygyg = drr ^

gX
k=1(�1)

k�1tkdt1 ^ : : : cdtk : : : ^ dtg:
We use this decomposition to write Eisk(�)(t) as a Mellin transform:
(39) Eisk(�)(t) =X
�2a_n0 (�1)

g�1e�2�i�(�) Z
R>0

e�u(2�iP �2i t2i ) (P t2i �iei)
kk! uk+g duu ^qt(�)��E vol :
Substitute u = r2 = N(y)2=g and use (38) to get
(40) Eisk(�)(t) =X
�2a_n0

(�1)g�12ge�2�i�(�)N(�)jdF j1=2Na
Z
R>0

e�2�iP �2i y2i (P y2i �iei)
kk! N(y)dy1^: : :^dyg:
The application of uid;� amounts to integration over

�T n�T 1(R)=KT 11 � �= O�(n)n(F 
 R)1+;
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where O�(n) are the totally positive units, which are congruent to 1 modulothe ideal generated by (n). This gives with the usual trick
(41) uid;� Eisk(�) =X
�2O�(n)n�a_n0�

(�1)g�12ge�2�i�(�)N(�)jdF j1=2Na
Z

(F
R)�+
e�2�iP �2i y2i (P y2i �iei)
kk! N(y)dy1^: : :^dyg:

The integral is a product of integrals for j = 1; : : : ; g:Z
R>0

e�2�i�2jy2j �kj e
kjk! y2k+2j dyjyj = e
kj2�j(2�i�j)k+1 :
We now consider Eisgk(�) instead of Eisk(�). If we consider e� polD� as apower series in the ei we are interested in the coe�cient of Ne


kk!g . In fact,the integrallity properties of Eisgk(�) are better reected if we write it interms of a basis a1; : : : ; ag of a. Then Ne
k = Na�kNa
k, where a1; : : : ;agdenote again the images of a1; : : : ; ag in Û(a). We get:
Corollary 3.4.1. With the above basis a1; : : : ;ag, The integral over the

Eisenstein class is given by

uid;� Eisgk(�) = (�1)g�1(k!)g(2�i)g(k+1)jdF j1=2Nak+1 X
�2O�(n)n�a_n0�

e�2�i�(�)
N(�)k+1 Na
kk!g :

3.5 5. Step: End of the proof
To �nish the proof of the theorem 1.7.1, let � 2 L[A[n] n e(S)]0 and supposewe want to compute res(Eisk(�))(h). Using the equivariance of res �Eiskfrom (19), this amounts to compute res(Eisk(h�))(id). Theorem 1.5.1 showsthat res(Eisk(h�))(id) = uid;�q� Eisk(h�);where q : S1B ! S1T and uid : �T n�T 1(R)=KT 11 � ! pt is the structure mapof the component corresponding to id 2 T 1(Z=nZ). From theorem 3.2.3 weget q� Eisk(h�) = Eisk(p(h�)):
Using corollary 3.4.1 for a = O and the formula 1.6.2 for b = f = O we get(42)(�1)g�1(k!)g(2�i)gk+gjdF j1=2

X
�2O�(n)n�O_n0�

e�2�i�(p(h�))
N(�)k+1 = (�1)g�1 X

�2D l��(O;O; p(h�);�k);
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which is the formula in the main theorem 1.7.1. To prove the corollary, weuse that the map of real tori

A(C) p�! TM
factors through � : Tbeh ! TM, where � is induced by the inclusion beh � O.Using corollary 3.4.1 for a = beh, we get the desired formula

res(Eisgk(�))(h) = (�1)g�1Nb�k�1eh X
�2D l��(beh;O; peh(�);�k);

which ends the proof.
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